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This article first appeared in the 216th edition of .net magazine - the world's best-selling magazine for web designers and programmers. When many people hear Git, they think that GitHub. GitHub © the popular online Git hosting service that has brought the power of social networking to the open code coding community. And as more and more
projects move to Git and a growing number of individual companies and developers move there to host their open and closed source projects, it becomes increasingly important to know how to participate in this community.GitHub has more than 650,000 registered developers on the site, housed more than 500,000 open source projects and 1.8 million
total databases. Companies like Twitter, Facebook, Yahoo and Rackspace, among thousands of others, use GitHub to share their open-code projects and receive contributions from the wider open code community. Many more companies use GitHub to outsource their code accommodation needs or find developers to hire – learning the site can be like
getting your next job or what to use when you arrive.Last week we introduced the Git Version Control tool and today we will analyze the use of GitHub. Let's see how to create an account, add an existing project to Git and push it to GitHub to share with the community at large. Finally we learned how to contribute to someone else's open code project
on GitHub. At the end of this tutorial, you should feel free to open new projects on GitHub, as well as contribute to existing projects you discover on GitHub.1. Download Tower If you still don't use Git, you can download the free command line client at git-scm.com, or you can get one of the GUIs. Here we will use Tower, a Commercial Mac GUI
customer with a 30-day test that you can download from git-tower.com.Download the from above. Uncomplete the file and initial the directory as a Git repository. In Tower, click on Create Local Repository and then select your path. Can you then make your first commitment by Stage All and then the Commit.3 button. Create an account Our first goal
will be to take this© gitHub to be shared with people. To do this, create a GitHub account if you don't already have one. Go to GitHub.com/plans and click the Create a Free Account button and then fill in the simple form.4. Create a new repositoryTo share your project, we need to create a repository on GitHub. You should see a button titled New
Repositãrio on the dashboard where you land after creating an account. Click on it and provide a project name in the following form to create your new product.5. Add GitHub as a Remote Report Tower, select Refs > Add New Remote Repository, and paste the HTML URL found on the project page into the URL box in the form that appears. Then
enter your GitHub password and click OK.6. Push your code into the GitHubIn Tower, click the right mouse button on the main branch in the sidebar and select Publish Branch. This pushes your work to GitHub, so you can go to the page of your project and see your work published. From now on you can just click Push to share more updates.7. Fork a
repositomos We share some code, so now we must contribute to a project. The first step to working on a project on GitHub © to fork it, i.e. get your own gravible copy. Go to GitHub.com/schacon/example and click the Fork button to get it.8. Clone this repositorioIn order to improve this project, we need to get a copy locally to edit. Select the HTTP
URL on the project page and tell the Tower to clone it to us. Go to the Repository page (command+D), click Clone Remote Repository and paste into the HTTP URL.9. Make a changeNow we want to add a functionality, so we must create a branch to make the changes. Create a new branch (command+B) new_feature and check it. copy the two files
from the original example project to this forked repository and submit the new changes.10. publish your theme branch click on the new_feature branch in the sidebar and select publish branch toTo GitHub. This will create a new branch called new functionality of Joshua© on GitHub that the original author of the code you forked can now see with all
your new work. 11. Start a pull request once our work is © now public and on GitHub, we want to tell the author of the original project to incorporate it into their project. This is © called a pull request. 12.Â. Fill in and inspect your request to pull fill in a convincing title and decrypt the reason why your work should be incorporated. On the
Appointments page you can see the list of single commits you are sending. In the Files Change tab you can see the unified difference from what you are sending. 13. See image differences When an image is © modified, GitHub allows you to use various views, such as side-by-side, washing, onion skin, and differentiating, so you can see how it's
changed. Once you are happy with the change, go ahead and submit the Pull Request. Pulling orders act as a code review process, and GitHub allows you to have a conversation about the changes before they are accepted. Go to the modified View Files of the request you just submitted and comment on a code line. 15.View the extract request
discussion Once you have commented, you can see the comment and all other related information for the request to pull on the main page request to pull. Click on the discussion page to see how your comment and code context is now on the main discussion list. 16. View branch list Now that you have more than one branch pushed into your project,
you can compare them with the Branch List view. If you click on the List of Branches under the Source tab© you will get a good view of all your branches and how many commits are only for each. 17. See compare the If you are interested in one of the branches and want to se e how it compares to your main branch, click on the Compare button on
the Branch List page next to that branch. This will bring a view of your changed files, a unified diff and a list of commits. You're up. Yeah. keep a record of the status of your submitted and pending requests for project extraction you have on GitHub, you can click the Requests for extract from your Control Panel tab. Now that you are participating in a
social coding network, this is ©.19. Your profileNow that you © an active and trained member of the GitHub community, make sure you are properly represented. Your profile page, found in GitHub.com/[username], is © how people can see who you © and contact you. Be sure to upload an avatar in Gravatar.com and fill in your profile.Expert Tip:
GitHub's user interface is © very nice, but if you need to do something different or repetitive, GitHub© also has a lovely little API that allows you to do with a script pretty© much everything you can do through the web user interface. Visit develop.GitHub.com to learn more about how to write any of your GitHub interactions, including existing
libraries to make it easier to use in Java, JavaScript, PHP, Perl, Python, Ruby, and more. If GitHub doesn't do exactly what you want, © can do it at your will.
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